
Objective
The purpose of this assignment is to 
use typographic consistency to estab-
lish a visual connection between each 
title in a series of three related books.

Assignment
Design jackets, title pages, and a sam-
ple interior text spread for a series of 
three related books. You may choose 
either trade paperback or hardcover. 
(No mass-market paperbacks, please.) 
If you choose hardcover, you will need 
to design jacket flaps as well. For the 
interior of the books, you will need to 
design three title pages (one for each 
title), and one sample two-page text 
spread (sample text from one of the 
books only). 

The book titles (as well as the size of 
the books themselves) are up to you, 
but they must be related either by 
author or by subject. Obviously, no 
picture books. 
Sample series:
By Author:
Alice Munro
Runaway
Open Secrets
Friend of My Youth

Michael Chabon
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & 
Clay
The Mysteries of Pittsburgh
Wonder Boys

By Subject:
“20th Century Environmental Classics”
Aldo Leopold/Sand County Almanac
Anne Morrow Lindbergh/
      Gift From the Sea
Annie Dillard/Pilgrim at Tinker Creek

“21st Century American Humor”
David Rakoff/Fraud
David Sedaris/Me Talk Pretty One Day
Sarah Vowell/The Partly Cloudy Patriot

Please choose titles that you know 
something about. According to 
designer Paula Scher, “You can never 
create the proper visual analogies 
without an intimate knowledge of the 
book’s subject matter. If you attempt 
to design a book jacket without 
sufficient preparation, you will only 
expose your ignorance.”

Exterior of Books (Covers)
Must include front cover, spine, and 
back cover. If a hardcover, design a 
dust jacket with flaps. Besides title 
and author, please include publisher, 
price, ISBN, and descriptive informa-

tion as found on existing titles. You 
may also wish to include a barcode.

Imagery: Keep non-typographical 
information to a minimum. Option: 
display type can be hand-drawn.

Title Pages
These pages must contain the title of 
the book, the author’s name, the name 
of the publisher, and perhaps the date 
of publication. Create a unique title 
page for each of the three titles using 
consistent typography. Can be one 
page (recto) or two-page spread.   
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Interior Spread
This is meant to be a sample of how 
two full pages of the text (interior 
pages of a chapter, but not the first 
or last page of a chapter) will look in-
side of the book. No images, just text. 
You must have page numbers as well 
as the title of the book and the author 
and/or the name of the chapter or 
story somewhere in the spread. Only 
one interior spread is required for 
this assignment.

Have a look at how large amounts 
of text are presented in other books. 
(Suggestion: get out your ruler.) 
Consider legibility above all else. You 
must consider margins & page pro-
portions, line length (measure), para-
graph indentations, justification (most 
often justified), typeface, point size & 
leading, placement of page numbers 
(folios), and placement of informa-
tion (such as the title or author) in the 
margins (usually as headers). 

Presentation: Please mount all 
components on multiple boards with 
labels and trace overlay. Process book 
is mandatory. Due Wednesday, May 
4th, with PDF portfolio. 

Related Terms
alignment
baseline shift
body copy/body text
body size
book weight
caption
character style
drop cap
dumb quotes
ellipsis
em
en
FL
FL & R
FR
flush-aligned
flush & hung
folio
footer 
grid
gutter
hanging indent
hard hyphen
indent
justify/justification
kern
leading
legibility
letterspacing
line length
margins
master page
mean line
measure
orphan
paragraph style
photo credit
pica
point
rag
ragged left 
ragged right
recto
river
smart quotes
soft hyphen
solid
tracking
verso
word spacing

Single column grids may appear quite unremarkable 
to the average reader, but in reality effective layouts 
are crafted with the utmost concern for minute detail. 
Choosing the right typeface for the content; adjusting 
letter, word, and line spacing for optimum legibility; and 
developing the proportions to set an appropriate tone are 
some of the issues that require the designer’s attention.
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